
HOW THE INFUSION WORKS

An Intraceuticals Clarity Infusion® harnesses three elements to achieve instant and dramatic results:

A. Oxygen under light pressure aids delivery of age defying actives to the deeper layers of the skin at
     the same time as cooling and calming the skin.

B. Unique Clarity Serum contains lightweight Hyaluronic Acid and a powerful combination of vitamins
    and antioxidants. The Hyaluronic Acid helps to instantly hydrate the skin resulting in increased
    firmness, reduced fine lines and improved facial contours. Phytosphingosine and anti bacterial
    actives soothe, calm and balance to dramatically refine the skin.

C. Treatment Support Products provide essential layers to seal in and supplement skin nutrients for
    maximum synergistic effect and longer lasting results.

HYALURONIC LAYERING

Hyaluronic Acid is an ingredient found naturally in the skin. The lightweight version of Hyaluronic Acid 
in the Clarity Serum is absorbed quickly by the skin for maximum dispersion of nutrients. Follow with 
Clarity Treatment Gel with multi-weight Hyaluronic Acid that offers a reservoir of nutrients for the lower 
levels of the skin. The ultimate in intense hydration is now achieved and we call this Hyaluronic 
Layering.

Step 1 -  CLARITY INFUSION
This is the first step in your skin’s transformation. Cooling, calming, pressurised oxygen increases 
absorption of the Clarity serum and naturally improves your skin’s moisture levels while Vitamins and 
antioxidants protect and defend. A combination of lightweight Hyaluronic Acid, Vitamins and 
antibacterial antioxidants result instantly in calmer, clarified skin with reduced blemishes and irritation. 
Your skin will emerge hydrated, calm, balanced and glowing with health and vitality. Results are not 
only instant but continue to improve in the following days.

Step 2 - CLARITY TREATMENT GEL
Intensify and maintain your results with Treatment Support Products. Clarity Treatment Gel with 
multi-weight Hyaluronic Acid provides the next hydration layer to seal in moisture and create an 
invisible barrier against moisture loss. Apply twice daily. This Hyaluronic Layering process offers 
unmatched hydration and long lasting results. Continued use of Treatment Support Products is an 
essential stage in prolonging the benefits. Apply twice daily and prepare to be impressed.
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